
This case is used for classroom discussion. 
 

Investment or Financing? Sony sold its ‘Sony City Osaki’ building 

Firms should make smart financial decisions—— both investment decisions and 
financing decisions——to create value for shareholders. 

Establishing a new branch, taking an advertisement campaign to extend market 
share, starting an R&D project, hiring a new HR manager, replacing an old machine 
with a new one, purchasing a cost-saving device, or even halting a money-losing 
project……all these are typical investment decisions: you spend some money today, 
in exchange for more money earned tomorrow. 

Financing decisions are different. You “borrow” some money today and pay 
more money back tomorrow——to provide the investors some return. Therefore, 
getting bank loans, looking for VC or PE investors, or issuing bonds or stocks in the 
security market, are all financing decisions. The reversed actions, such as paying 
interests or dividends, repaying the debt and repurchasing stocks, are financing 
decisions, too. 

However, sometimes it is not so easy to distinguish an investment or financing 
decision. On Feb 7, 2013, Sony announced that it had sold its Sony City Osaki office 
building and premises to Nippon Building Fund Inc. and a Japanese institutional 
investor. The sale was structured such that Sony placed the office building and 
premises in a trust and then sold the trust beneficiary rights. Sony and other Sony 
Group businesses will remain in the building for a period of five years after the sale 
under a lease agreement entered into separately. The sale price is 111.1 billion yen 
($1.2 billion). After deducting expenses related to transaction costs, Sony received net 
cash proceeds of 110 billion yen.  

This is not the first or the last deal. It followed the sale of its NY headquarters for 
a similar sum and the move of its mobile HQ from Sweden to Tokyo. As stated in the 
announcement of Sony`s forecast for consolidated financial results for the fiscal year 
ending March 31, 2013, Sony had identified certain assets for possible sale as part of 
“an initiative to transform its business portfolio and reorganize its assets”. This sale 
was conducted as a part of that initiative.  

Is this sale an investment decision or financing decision? 
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